Ouchi-O’Donovan 6-12 Complex
SSC Minutes April 9th, 2018
4pm Room 105
Call to Order at

Meeting is Called to order at 4:11pm

Welcome and
Introduction

Roll Call

Approve Minutes
from

Instruction

Motion to approve

Motion: Hardman
Second: Bertha Cortez
Lexile Data

Lexile: O’Donovan start
6th Grade: 623 growth up to 677
7th Grade: 753 growth up to 873
8th Grade: 807 growth up to 958
“Dragons Fly when you testify”
Veteran teachers push students to succeed
Focus on Literacy
7th Grade justify through text evidence
9th grade are almost the same with 11th grade (blue and green lines)
almost identical
9th grade started at 899 and growth up to 1084
10th grade started at 906 and growth up to 1147
11th grade started at 976 and growth up to 1155
12th grade started at 1036 and growth up to 1182
185 top growth with 10th Grade
Sofia Chavez states that 10th grade has been growing since the
beginning.
9th grade has 2english classes they have creative writing and regular
English
Achieve is a specific
Goal is that all students grow 2 grade levels at the end of the year.

CA Dash Board/Student achievement
Funes- All date pertaining to state is indicated in this dashboard
Sate indicators are to the left side (monitored by the state of CA)
Chronicle absences are not in existence at the moment
Suspension rate/ graduation rates are shown
Math and ELA are indicates
17-18 school year will be shown on the dashboard the following year.
Suspension rates are something to celebrate
Other subgroups such as (African American groups) are shown
0% suspension rate for our school
English language progress- currently seeing improvement with our current
EL students
ELA- Currently we are in the yellow section (LOW) as a school
Subgroups( students with disabilities) currently red- students are very low
in this area (ELA) ELL students are also extremely low (red)
Hispanic/Latino groups (yellow) not performing well in ELA area.
Math
The area that needs the most work (red/orange)
It only reflects grade levels 6-8th
Next school year it will reflect the 11th grade class
Sofia- Mentions that ESL students are the ones that usually perform the
lowest because of the language barrier those students have.
Urquieta- explains the group placement break down. (overall our color is
yellow) Achievements and how much a subgroup grew.
Funes- Although our scores are low we maintain to out perform
neighboring schools.
CA dashboard is public and anyone can view it
ELAC
Urquieta explains the committee- this committee was actually held last
year by teachers and staff to analyze the ELL group and identify their
strnghts and weaknesses.
Curriculum was purchased because of this committee
CA is rushing schools to place in a ELAC committee
Both Alliance and LAUSD schools are forming this committees
ELAC consist of parents and teachers
A meeting was held a few weeks ago (prior to sprig break)
ELL parents must be present.
Requirements for this committee is explain
51% of the members must be ELL parents
this committee can provide recommendations on what they feel benefits
the ELL students

The ELAC can give all authority to SSC but the committee decided to be a
separate meeting
The next meeting will be May 3rd and will consist of ELL parents AP and
PES.
This committee will decide on items that can go into the LCAP however,
SSC votes.
LAUSD/WASC Updates:
Both LAUSD and WASC had nothing but amazing things to say about our
school.
LAUSD- no recommendations from LAUSD however, scores have not
been released (until June)
LASUD recommends that we continue to do what we do
LAUSD shared that we have evidence of everything that we have Ex. Date
walls, class ambassadors etc.
Students were asked to rate their school
“4.5 as a complex because we provide opportunities, we are a family, and
loving”
“5,our school does an amazing job with curriculum and uniform policy”
“5 teachers are committed to be college ready”
WASCCelebrate school wide strength
Parent involvement0 WASC enjoyed our families
PBIS, PD and they feel are phenomenal
Focusstudent and teacher voice ( getting more input from teacher and students)
Continue to support
Continue to have a high parent participation
Continue valid communication in PD to support student achievement
More independent options
They like the idea of HS getting college credit high school credit
Workload for teacher (balance off their task)
Complex April calendars:
MS- 6th grade placement exam for the incoming sixth grades (English and
Math)
Monthly earthquake drill
Parents satisfactory surveys will be distribute Monday 4/ 9/18
Basketball games
CASSPP testing in late April
May end of the year celebration (complex wide)

HSASB assembly tomorrow and end of APRIL
LPAC testing for ELL
LMU 10th grade fieldtrip
9-11th graders will test for ACT exam
School content night SCIENCE
9th grade orientation for the upcoming school year.
Spirit week on 4/23
4/26 coffee with the Principal
Career fair 8-12 (15 confirm presenters) first time doing it on the weekends
Students will be given a survey to express their interest on what career
they are most interested in.
May testing Month

Budget

Goal 5
Actual expenses and what we budgeted for as a school
Currently as a surplus
We should end in a god standing for our 2017-2018 school year.
Ouchi-O’Donovan will provide services for all students and their families to
ensure success.
What is in placed already is written down and what was suggested.
NEW teacher SUGGESTION
More curriculum and text books for history
Student aids for MS and HS
Wring aid for our parents (educate them)

Facility/Safety

Netting updates- Originally scheduled for Spring break (between our
neighbor and us)
Problems with our underground does not allow us to our in the netting
because of the water, phone lines and electricity that runs under ground.

Comments
Adjournment

N/A
Meeting is adjourn 5:15pm. Motion to adjourn Saffon and Sofia
Next meeting Thursay May 3rd at O’Donovan.

